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Usual Objects in Unusual Times
written by Susan J. Musich

“All of our worlds shrunk down to our homes and our thoughts,” writes artist Madeleine
Leplae about this past year, during which she began to appreciate time spent outdoors
and decided to paint trees, albeit ones with unreal proportions and vibrant backgrounds.
Her painting Sappy Tree, 2020, with its unusually long trunk and button-like
appendages, appears almost human. The piece is currently on view as part of the group
show Usual Objects at Carrie Secrist Gallery, now housed in the residences at 900 West
(Washington). Featuring the work of Chris Bradley, Nicole Dyer, Brendan Getz,
Madeleine Leplae, Matt Lipps, Liliana Porter, and Amanda Ross-Ho, the exhibition
focuses on the still life genre, which might seem quaint (outdated?) in these socially and
politically charged times, but is in fact apropos to our current moment. Many of the
works were created in the past year, when all of us, artists included, spent much time at
home, among our possessions.

Image: Madeleine Leplae, installation view of Usual Objects. Left: Dewey Tree, 2020.
Oil on canvas, 48 x 24 inches. Right: Sappy Tree, 2020. Oil on canvas, 48 x 24 inches.
Image courtesy of the artist and Carrie Secrist Gallery.
The first three artists in the show present objects that are dramatically smaller than life
size. This can be read as a metaphor for the way our worlds have recently shrunk or may
refer to our feelings of claustrophobia from inhabiting the same spaces day after
day. Liliana Porter’s Untitled with Ironing Board, 2018, places miniature domestic
objects and furniture on top of swaths of blue paint. While some scenes are upright,
others are upended, upsetting our usual order and bringing to mind the way ordinary
household tasks can seem monumental under our current circumstances. In this same
vein, Chris Bradley has created several site-specific miniature rooms installed directly
into the gallery walls. Peeking into the small spaces, one can see unusual places like
hidden chambers, attics and basements, staircases leading nowhere, and windows with
limited views.

Image: Amanda Ross-Ho, installation view of Usual Objects. Untitled Opening (NOIR
AND BLANCO). 2015. Thirty-five 1:12 scale glass wine glasses, pigmented resin,
dimensions variable. Image courtesy of the artist and Carrie Secrist Gallery.
The most stunning example of small-scale still life in the show is Amanda RossHo’s Untitled Opening (NOIR AND BLANCO), 2015.

As Secrist’s current gallery is in a residential space, this show takes place at a two-story
penthouse. Untitled Opening features three sets of thirty-five 1:12 scale wine glasses in
various states of fullness, upright and tipped over, red and white, on a sprawling kitchen
island. This is an artwork that needs to be seen in person to realize not only the
dichotomy in scale, but also the excess—of alcohol and of the immense, immaculate
penthouse kitchen.

Image: Nicole Dyer, installation view of Usual Objects. From left to right: Great Lakes
Collagen, 2019. Acrylic, paint marker, ink, Papier-mâché, cardboard, insulation foam,
dowel. 29 x 11 x 8 inches. Mayonnaise, 2019. Acrylic, watercolor, candy wrappers, pen,
glitter, stickers, collage, and handmade polymer clay candies on handmade paper, 12
x 12 inches. Fish, 2019. Acrylic, watercolor, candy wrappers, pen, glitter, stickers,
collage, and handmade polymer clay candies on handmade paper, 12 x 12
inches. Crema, 2019. Acrylic, watercolor, candy wrappers, pen, glitter, stickers,
collage, and handmade polymer clay candies on handmade paper, 12 x 12 inches.
Image courtesy of the artist and Carrie Secrist Gallery.
“My work examines a need for excess in the wake of restriction,” says Nicole Dyer, whose
piece de la Rosa, 2019 is also showcased in Usual Objects. While that statement equally
describes Ross-Ho’s piece, Dyer has personal referents, not societal ones. For health
reasons, she began restricting the foods in her diet, which impacted her practice: “As my
food list shrank, my paintings ballooned: domestic landscapes crowded with health
books and food wrappers and children’s toys, the paint itself bloated with glitter and
candy and sea glass. […] My paintings are a meditation on disordered eating in an age of

overconsumption.” One of the upstairs bedrooms is adorned with Dyer’s collages, which
are a visual highlight of the show. Mixtures of wrappers and depicted food (both natural
and processed), adorned with applications of paint, are both eye and mouth-watering;
food serving as one of our guilty pleasures as well as a source of joy during a time when
we have little access to the things that make us happy.
Appropriately placed in the kitchen and surrounding hallways are Brendan Getz’s still
lives. In the tradition of Luc Tuymans and Giorgio Morandi, Getz depicts fetishized,
dreamlike domestic objects such as an ice tray, bookends, a toaster, and a drinking
glass. He poetically writes, “A cared for object – caring world. A disposable object –
disposable world.” Using a minimal palette, subtle color contrasts, shadows, and distinct
brush strokes, Getz’s attention to detail demonstrates a caring for his subjects that
elevates them above “usual object” status. These lyrical and elegant paintings provide a
sense of serenity in these turbulent times.

Image: Brendan Getz, installation view of Usual Objects. (l) Painted building bolt and a
barycentric view, 2021. Oil on stretched canvas, 14 x 11 inches, each. (r) penny painting
and the counter plane, double glint in the window light, 2021. Oil on clayboard, 7 x 5
inches. Image courtesy of the artist and Carrie Secrist Gallery.
While the history and connotations of the museum/gallery “white cube” are subject to
debate, viewing an exhibition in a luxury condominium is an entirely different
experience. At times, the architectural elements as well as the temptation to look at the
breathtaking view of the city through the floor-to-ceiling windows distracted from the

art (there are reasons beyond conservation that art is shown against white walls).
However, the premise of the exhibition is that we all, artists too, are viewing our world
and our objects from the vantage point of home. In this regard, the setting is
conceptually consistent.
Social distancing and other concerns mean people may choose to forgo an in-person
visit. Luckily, Usual Objects is presented in an exceptional online viewing room—all the
incredible art without the distractions or the commute. This is an exhibition well worth
seeing—either online, at the gallery, or both—for its poetic commentary on our lives at
home with the objects we surround ourselves with.
Usual Objects is on view at Carrie Secrist Gallery through April 24, 2021.

Image: Amanda Ross-Ho, installation view of Usual Objects. (l) Untitled Timepiece
(ORAL ARGUMENTS/OVERLAPPING JURISTICTIONS), 2019-2021. Gesso,
silkscreen, acrylic, ink, ball point pen, graphite, oil pastel, coffee, tea, paper, artist’s
tape, painter’s tape, laser prints, stretch sequin fabric on canvas covered panel, 52 x 52
x 1.5 inches. (r) Untitled Seizure (ENCORE/DARK MATTER), 2021. Unfinished Black
Glove (small), empty thread spool (UNTIRLED PERIOD PIECE), Extra Thong (ONCE
YOU GO BLACK), facemasks, Giant Scrunchie (MY PEN IS HUGE), Cut and bundled
pant legs (Untitled Production Line (Modern Times), black mouse, BLACK GLOVE
FINGERTIP, Mouse (Yin), BINARY (Rubber Band), BINARY (Bobby Pin (3)), 10,

Untitled Metrics (TENS), cut and bundled pants parts (Untitled Production Line
(Modern Times),Nike Air Force Ones (UNTITLED PERIOD PIECE), Bundled and
pinned canvas (Untitled Production Line (Modern Times), Black Earring (Untitled
Peripheral Swatch (FOOTPRINTS AND FREE RADICALS)), pinned canvas (Untitled
Production Line (Modern Times), Dead Brushes (Periphery Composition with Basket
of Dead Brushes), satin scrunchie, Delta eyemask, canvas spaghetti (Untitled
Production Line (Modern Times), vintage clock numbers, pinned canvas pucks
(Untitled Production Line (Modern Times), Buttons Large (Untitled Production Line
(Modern Times), Black Nitrile Glove, Rolled canvas (Untitled Production Line (Modern
Times), Black 3D Printed Plastic silverfish (Untitled Production Line (Modern Times),
Clock hands (Untitled Production Line (Modern Times), Buttons Small (Untitled
Production Line (Modern Times), 77 x 67 x 5 inches. Image courtesy of the artist and
Carrie Secrist Gallery.
Featured image: Chris Bradley, installation view of Usual Objects. From left to
right: Attic, 2021. Wood, stainless steel, steel, aluminum tube, 3D printed PLA, black cord,
LED, acetate, paint, 15 x 14.5 x 14 inches. Cellar, 2021. Wood, steel, 3D printed PLA, epoxy
putty, paint, LED, modeling turf, twine, 12 x 15 x 10 inches. Breeze, 2021. Wood, steel,
stainless steel, 3D printed PLA, PET plastic, LEDs, muffin fans, fabric, 19 x 19 x 19 inches.
Image courtesy of the artist and Carrie Secrist Gallery.
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